Abstract The faint young Sun paradox remains an open question. Presented here is one possible solution to this apparent inconsistency, a more massive early Sun. Based on conditions on early Earth and Mars, a luminosity constraint is set as a function of mass. We examine helioseismic constraints of these alternative mass-losing models. Additionally, we explore a dynamic electron screening correction in an effort to improve helioseismic agreement in the core of the an early mass-losing model.
Introduction
There is evidence for the presence of liquid water on Earth as early as 4.3 Gyrs ago, and on Mars as early 3.8 Gyrs ago. However, for 1 M ⊙ standard solar evolution modes, the solar luminosity was 70% of the current solar luminosity at the beginning of the Sun's main-sequence lifetime, which is not enough for the presence of liquid water at these early times. This inconsistency is known as the "faint young Sun paradox." There are many proposed ways to account for this apparent contradiction (e.g., greenhouse gases effects (Forget et al., 2013; Turbet et al., 2017; Bristow et al., 2017; Wordsworth, 2016) , carbon cycle (Charnay et al., 2017) , coronal mass ejections (Airapetian et al., 2016) , more massive early Sun (Sackmann and Boothroyd, 2003; Minton and Malhotra, 2007; Turck-Chièze, Piau, and Couvidat, 2011; Weiss and Heners, 2013) ).
It is possible that higher mass-loss rates seen in pre-main sequence stars extend into the early main sequence, and reasonable that the mass-loss rate decreases rather quickly with time on the main sequence (e.g., power law or exponentially as used by e.g., Wood et al., 2002 Wood et al., , 2005b Ribas, 2010; Guzik, Willson, and Brunish, 1987) . Therefore, the Sun could have begun its mainsequence evolution at higher mass and luminosity (as investigated by e.g., Guzik, Willson, and Brunish, 1987; Turck-Chieze, Daeppen, and Casse, 1988; Sackmann and Boothroyd, 2003; Minton and Malhotra, 2007; Turck-Chièze, Piau, and Couvidat, 2011; Weiss and Heners, 2013) .
Here, we use the solar luminosity requirement suggested by the presence of liquid water on early Earth and Mars to place limits on the initial mass of a more massive, luminous Sun, assuming an exponentially decaying mass-loss rate. We examine the interior sound speed and oscillation frequencies of these alternate solar models and compare with helioseismic constraints.
As found by Guzik and Mussack (2010) , early mass loss can improve soundspeed agreement with helioseismic inferences in the radiative interior outside the core H-burning region, but worsens the agreement in the solar core. Mussack and Däppen (2011) found that taking into account electron screening corrections to nuclear reaction rates based on molecular dynamics simulations resulted in a change in core sound speed in the opposite direction to the effects of early mass loss. Here we investigate the compensating effects on core structure of including both early mass-loss and dynamical electron screening corrections simultaneously.
Solar Evolution Models
The Los Alamos group models use a one-dimensional evolution code updated from the Iben (1963 Iben ( , 1965a code. Updates to the Iben (1963 Iben ( , 1965a code, are the same changes are implemented in Guzik and Mussack (2010) . These incluse use of the OPAL opacities (Iglesias and Rogers, 1996) supplemented by the Ferguson et al. (2005) or Alexander & Ferguson (private communication, 1995) low-temperature opacities, SIREFF equation of state (see Guzik and Swenson, 1997) , Burgers' diffusion treatment (for implementation see Cox, Guzik, and Kidman, 1989) , and nuclear reaction rates from NACRE (Angulo et al., 1999) , with a correction to the 14 N rate from Formicola et al. (2004) . In this work the abundances of Asplund, Grevesse, and Sauval (2005) and Grevesse and Noels (1993) will be employed to bracket the range of abundance determinations.
For a full description of the physics, data, and codes used in the models discussed here, refer to Guzik and Mussack (2010) and Guzik, Watson, and Cox (2005) . For a description of the mass-loss function, refer to Guzik, Willson, and Brunish (1987) . Models were computed from the pre-main sequence contraction phase, when the luminosity generated from gravitational contraction exceeds the luminosity generated by nuclear reactions by a factor of several, through the present day.
For mass loss models, the model was evolved at a constant mass until the zeroage main sequence, defined as a minimum in radius, at which point the mass loss was turned on. The evolution models were adjusted to present standard solar values within uncertainties: present solar age (4.54±0.04 Gyr, Guenther et al., 1992) , radius (6.9599×10 10 cm, Allen, 1973) , mass (1.989×10 33 g, Cohen and Taylor, 1988) , luminosity (3.846×10 33 erg/g, Willson et al., 1986) , and specified photospheric ratio (Z/X). This was done by modifying the initial heavy element mass fraction (Z), initial helium mass fraction (Y), and the mixing length to pressure-scale factor (α); see Table 1 for initial and final values from our models. The mass loss function decays exponentially with an e-folding time of 0.45
Gyr. This simple mass-loss treatment is smooth, decreases with time, and most of the mass is lost at early times. This mass-loss treatment was chosen because low-mass stars (like solar-mass stars) lose angular momentum quickly during main sequence evolution (Wolff and Simon, 1997) via magnetized stellar winds (Schatzman, 1962; Weber and Davis, 1967) , due to a lower specific angular momentum. This mass loss occurs predominantly in the early lifetime of the star at ages less than 1 Gyr, for solar-like stars (Gallet and Bouvier, 2013) . The present solar mass-loss rate does not affect the Sun's evolution (2x10 et al., 1977) .
The dynamic electron screening correction was implemented following the treatment of Mussack and Däppen (2011) .
By examining the conditions on the planets at early times, useful constraints can be placed on the early-time luminosity of the Sun. Conditions on the early Earth can be used as a upper constraint on luminosity, while those on early Mars can be used as lower constraint on luminosity based on their relative positions to the Sun. According to the standard solar model, the Earth should have been too cold for liquid water for the entire Archaean period, approximately the first half of its existence (Kasting, 2010) ; however, it was not.
The first evidence of a hydrosphere interacting with the Earth's crust was from 4,300 million years ago (t = 0.24 Gyrs) (Mojzsis, Harrison, and Pidgeon, 2001) . This suggests that the luminosity of the Sun needed to be low enough at this time to prevent the photodissociation of water and subsequent loss of H 2 into space. Whitmire et al. (1995) provides constraints on mass loss based on the flux that reaches Earth at a given solar age. According to Kasting (1988) this would occur if the flux experienced by early Earth exceeds 1.1 F ⊙ . If the average distance between the Earth and the Sun is assumed to be the same today as it was early in the Sun's evolution, then the Sun's maximum luminosity at early times could not exceed 1.1 L ⊙ . However, if we were to consider a more massive Sun to explain the "faint young Sun paradox," the distance between the early Earth and the early Sun would change as a function of the solar mass; therefore the luminosity to maintain liquid water on Earth would change as a function of mass. Even though the Earth's eccentricity varies by up to 6% during the 100,000 year Milankovitch cycle, we assumed that the eccentricity of the Earth's orbit and the angular momentum per unit mass of the Earth remain constant with time, the average distance between the Earth and the Sun would be inversely proportional to the M ⊙ (t) at time t. Based on the condition that the flux experienced by early Earth does not exceed 1.1 F ⊙ , Figure 1a shows how the corresponding constraint on the luminosity varies with solar mass. The blue line shows the upper limit on the solar luminosity at t 1 = 0.24 Gyr.
In addition, there is substantial geomorphological and geochemical evidence for liquid water on Mars at the end of the late bombardment period (Carr, 1996; Edgett, 2000, 2003; Ehlmann et al., 2008; Boynton et al., 2009; Morris et al., 2010; Osterloo et al., 2008; Lanza et al., 2016; Poulet et al., 2005; Bibring et al., 2006; Ehlmann et al., 2011; Gendrin et al., 2005; Squyres et al., 2004 Squyres et al., , 2008 Bristow et al., 2017; Turbet et al., 2017) . In fact, Kasting (1991) and Kasting, Whitmire, and Reynolds (1993) suggested that the solar flux needed to be 13% greater than predicted by the standard solar model at the end of the late heavy bombardment period (3.8 Gyr ago, t 2 = 0.74 Gyr) in order for Mars to be warm enough for liquid water. However, if we were to consider a more massive Sun to explain the "faint young Sun paradox," the distance between early Mars and the early Sun would also change as a function of solar mass; thus the luminosity to maintain liquid water on Mars would change as a function of solar mass. Assuming the eccentricity of the orbit of Mars and the angular momentum per unit mass of Mars remain constant with time, this lower boundary on luminosity is the red line in Figure 1a . Figure 1b contains luminosity versus time for the models from Guzik and Mussack (2010)'s mass-loss study and an additional early mass-loss model with a smaller initial mass (1.07 M ⊙ ). Models include two standard solar models with the GN93, AGS05 abundances, respectively, and early three mass-losing models using the AGS05 abundances and initial masses of 1.07, 1.15 and 1.30 M ⊙ . The luminosity at early times is higher than the present solar luminosity for all early mass-loss models. The early mass-losing models asymptotically approach the standard solar models around 2 Gyrs. Using the luminosity and mass at t 1 and t 2 for each of the models in Figure 1b , the constraints on solar luminosity can be compared to the models at these times ( Figure 2 ). Figure 2a compares the luminosity versus mass constraints described above to the mass and luminosity at times t 1 and t 2 for the standard solar model using the AGS05 abundances and models with initial masses of 1.07 and 1.15 M ⊙ . As expected, the luminosity of the standard solar model at t 1 is lower than what is required to photodissociate water on Earth (blue square). Yet, this luminosity is also too low for there to even be liquid water on the surface of Earth at t 1 (Kasting, 2010) . For the model with an initial mass of 1.07 M ⊙ , luminosity remains low enough to keep liquid water on Earth (blue diamond ), while water would photodissociate for the model with an initial mass of 1.15 M ⊙ (blue triangle). This rules out all models with a mass greater or equal to 1.15 M ⊙ , with this mass-loss prescription. As expected, the luminosity of the standard solar model at t 2 would result in frozen and not liquid water on Mars (red square), while models with initial masses of 1.07 and 1.15 M ⊙ have a high enough luminosity at t 2 to allow for liquid water on Mars. Figure 2b shows luminosity versus time for the models from Guzik and Mussack (2010)'s mass-loss study and an additional early mass-loss model with a lower initial mass (1.07 M ⊙ ), and the constraints derived for each of the models, given the mass at time t. The luminosity trace is greater than the symbol rep- resenting the constraint at that t 1 and mass for models with initial masses 1.15 and 1.30 M ⊙ , meaning water would photodissociate from Earth for these models, while the luminosity trace is less than the symbol representing the constraint at that t 1 and mass for models with initial masses 1.00 and 1.07 M ⊙ . Similarly, at t 2 the luminosity trace is less than the symbol representing the constraint at that t 2 for the standard solar model, meaning that water would be frozen on Mars, while the luminosity trace is greater than the symbol representing the constraint at that t 2 and mass for models with initial masses 1.07, 1.15, and 1.30
Considering these constraints suggests that the initial mass of the Sun was less than 1.15 M ⊙ and greater than 1.00 M ⊙ . Models with an initial mass of 1.30 M ⊙ have been ruled out by the constraints, but they are included in the remainder of the discussion to illustrate the tendency of the solar models with increasing initial mass. The exact mass limits would change based on the mass loss treatment used in the solar evolution model; however the constraints remain fixed given that the orbital eccentricities and angular momentum per unit mass of the planet remain constant with time and changing solar mass. Because massloss rates in young solar-like stars remain an open question, with possible rates ranging between 1 x 10 −12 M ⊙ yr −1 and 1 x 10 −9 M ⊙ yr −1 (Caffe et al., 1987; Gaidos, Güdel, and Blake, 2000; Wood et al., 2002 Wood et al., , 2005b Cranmer, 2017; Fichtinger et al., 2017) , additional investigations, like the work of Minton and Malhotra (2007) , examining how the initial mass limit changes with different mass-loss treatments are worthwhile.
Impact of Mass Loss on Helioseismic Indicators
Here we extend the study of helioseismic predictions for mass-losing models conducted by Guzik and Mussack (2010) to include a model with a slightly lower initial mass. Figure 3a compares the inferred minus calculated sound speed for three mass-losing models to the inferred minus calculated sound speed for (c) Figure 3 . Comparison between helioseismic data and models. Models include standard solar models with GN93 (blue) and AGS05 (yellow ) abundances and early mass losing models using the AGS05 abundances and initial masses of 1.07, 1.15, and 1.30 M ⊙ (orange to maroon). The GN93, AGS05, mass loss models with initial masses of 1.15 and 1.30 M ⊙ are from Guzik and Mussack (2010) . a) Differences between observed and calculated sound speed for calibrated solar models. The black vertical line at R = 0.713 R ⊙ marks the seismically inferred convection zone base (Basu and Antia, 2004) . b) Differences between observed and calculated frequency versus calculated frequency. Modes ℓ=0, 2, 10, and 20 are shown. The calculated frequencies were computed using the Pesnell (1990) non-adiabatic stellar pulsation code. The data were taken from Chaplin et al. (2007) ; Schou and Tomczyk (1996) ; García et al. (2001) . c) Calculated minus observed small separations for modes ℓ=0 and 2.
standard solar models using GN93 abundances and the AGS05 abundances. The mass-losing models incorporating the AGS05 abundances with initial masses of 1.07 M ⊙ (ML107), 1.15 M ⊙ (ML115), and 1.30 M ⊙ (ML130). The GN93, AGS05, ML115, and ML130 models were taken from Guzik and Mussack (2010) . A vertical line marks the seismically inferred convection-zone base radius from Basu and Antia (2004) at 0.713 ± 0.001 R ⊙ . As the initial mass of the early mass-loss model increases, agreement between the inferred and calculated sound speeds improves within the radiative zone, below the base of the convection zone but above the core of the Sun. Agreement between the inferred and calculated sound speed is improved in the core of the Sun for the ML107 model, whereas agreement between the inferred and calculated sound speed in the core was decreased for the ML115 and ML130 models. The observed minus calculated versus calculated non-adiabatic frequencies for modes of angular degree ℓ = 0, 2, 10, and 20 are shown in Figure 3b . 1 Data taken using the LOWL instrument (Tomczyk et al., 1995) that can be found at Schou and Tomczyk (1996) These modes propagate into the solar interior below the convection zone. The calculated frequencies were computed using the Pesnell (1990) non-adiabatic stellar pulsation code. The data were taken from Chaplin et al. (2007); Schou and Tomczyk (1996) and García et al. (2001) ; the Schou and Tomczyk (1996) data were taken using the LOWL instrument (Tomczyk et al., 1995) and can be found in Table 2 . As the initial mass of the models increases, the differences between the observed and calculated frequency decreases. This suggests that in the region probed by modes of angular degree ℓ = 0, 2, 10, and 20, a higher initial mass improves helioseismic agreement at the present time. Figure 3c contains the small frequency separations of the standard models and the mass-losing models minus the solar-cycle frequency separations from the BiSON group (Chaplin et al., 2007) for the ℓ = 0 and 2 modes, which are sensitive to the structure of the core. Differences between calculated and observed small separations for ℓ = 0 and 2 modes are decreased for mass-losing models with intermediate initial mass (1.07 -1.15 M ⊙ ), which interestingly is the same mass range relevant to the planetary constraints.
Combined Effects of Mass Loss and Dynamic Screening
Mussack and Däppen (2011) implemented a dynamic electron screening correction to a solar evolution model utilizing AGS05 abundances, and found improved agreement between the inferred and calculated sound speeds in the core of the Sun. As seen in Figure 3 , early mass loss impacts the sounds speed and oscillation modes in the core of the Sun. Here we will investigate the combined effects of early mass loss and a dynamic electron screening correction. It was expected that agreement between the inferred and the calculated sound speed will improve in both the core and the radiative zone for mass-losing models with dynamic screening corrections. We explored different implementations of the dynamic electron screening correction. For the standard solar model using the AGS05 abundances (AGS05pp0, yellow dashed ) and an early mass-loss model with an initial mass of 1.07 M ⊙ and the AGS05 abundances (ML107pp0, orange, dashed ), the dynamic electron screening correction was implemented into the Iben evolution codes by simply removing the Salpeter (1954) screening enhancement, and treating all p-p reactions as unscreened reactions, because the reaction rate for unscreened and dynamically screened p-p reactions is about the same (Mussack and Däppen, 2011) . To implement an approximate dynamic electron screening correction for the ML130rx0 model (maroon, dash-dot ), an early mass-loss model with an initial mass of 1.30 M ⊙ using the AGS05 abundances, p-p, 12 C+p, and 14 N+p reactions were treated as unscreened reactions by removing the Salpeter screening enhancement for these reactions; the CNO reactions, in particular Figure 5. Relative difference between inferred and calculated sound speeds. Models include: standard solar models with GN93 and AGS05 abundances, a model with dynamic screening model correction for p-p reactions using the AGS05 abundances, early mass-losing models using the AGS05 abundances and initial masses of 1.07 and 1.30 M ⊙ , and early-mass loss models with dynamic screening correction at the present solar age using the AGS05 abundances and initial masses of 1.07 and 1.30 M ⊙ . For the model with an initial mass of 1.07 M ⊙ , the screening correction is applied to p-p reactions. For the model with an initial mass of 1.30 M ⊙ , the screening correction is applied to p-p reactions as well as 12 C+P and 14 N+p reactions.
14 N+p, are important for higher initial-mass models and thus only implemented for this higher initial mass model. While the 1.30 M ⊙ solar model was ruled out by luminosity constraints, the impact of dynamic screening in higher initial mass stellar models remains as motivation for this implementation. The inclusion of the CNO reactions was done even though the molecular dynamics work was only completed for p-p reactions. The conditions used by Mao, Mussack, and Däppen (2009) and Mussack and Däppen (2011) are hotter and denser than the conditions in the core of the solar models, for the majority of the evolution (Figure 4) . Figures 4a and 4b show the present day conditions for each of the solar models. Figures 4c and 4d display the density and temperature, respectively, of the innermost zone of the core as a function of time. The density only approaches the conditions used by Mao, Mussack, and Däppen (2009) and Mussack and Däppen (2011) at present time; only the model with an initial mass of 1.30 M ⊙ has a temperature near the conditions used by Mao, Mussack, and Däppen (2009) and Mussack and Däppen (2011) at a time other than present. Figure 5 shows the inferred minus calculated sound speed for two standard solar models (solid line), three mass-losing models (solid line), and two mass-losing models with screening corrections (dashed line). The GN93, AGS05, ML107, and ML130 models are the same models shown in Figure 3 . All models except the GN93 (blue) standard solar model incorporate the AGS05 abundances (yellow to maroon). The dynamic screening correction approximation for only p-p reactions for the AGSpp0 and ML107pp0 models (dashed ). The ML130rx0 model incorporates the dynamic screening correction approximation for the p-p reactions, as well as the 12 C+p and 14 N+p reactions of the CNO cycle (dash-dot ). While the incorporation of the dynamic screening correction slightly improves agreement between the inferred and calculated sound speeds for the standard model (yellow, solid vs. dashed ), the incorporation of the same approximation worsens agreement in the core and below the convection zone of Sun for the (a) (b) Figure 6 . (a) Differences between observed and calculated frequency versus calculated frequency for modes ℓ=0, 2, 10, and 20 modes. Models include: standard solar models with GN93 and AGS05 abundances, a dynamic screening model with correction for pp-reactions using the AGS05 abundances, early mass-losing models using the AGS05 abundances and initial masses of 1.07 and1.30 M ⊙ , and early-mass loss models with dynamic screening at the present solar age using the AGS05 abundances and initial masses of 1.07 and 1.30 M ⊙ . The calculated frequencies were computed using the Pesnell (1990) non-adiabatic stellar pulsation code. The data are taken from Chaplin et al. (2007) , Schou and Tomczyk (1996) , and García et al. (2001) . (b) Difference between calculated and observed small separations for modes ℓ=0 and 2. Models from the Guzik and Mussack (2010) models using the GN93 abundances and the AGS05 abundances and mass loss with initial mass of 1.07 M ⊙ and 1.30 M ⊙ are compared to the corresponding models with dynamic screening.
ML107pp0 model (orange, solid vs. dashed ) ( Figure 5 ). The implementation of the approximate dynamic screening correction for the ML130rx0, improves sound-speed agreement in the core of the Sun as compared to the ML130 model, while it diminishes agreement with helioseismic data for the radiative zone above the core as compared to the ML130 model ( Figure 5 ). The dynamic screening correction has a greater impact on the sound-speed agreement of the ML130rx0 model than the ML107pp0 model ( Figure 5 ), which points to the need for a molecular dynamics study for CNO reactions. The observed minus calculated versus calculated non-adiabatic frequencies for modes of angular degree ℓ = 0, 2, 10, and 20, which propagate into the solar interior below the convection zone, are shown in Figure 6a . The dynamic screening correction for the Ml107pp0 model slightly decreases agreement in the radiative zone as seen by the slight increase in observed minus calculated frequencies (Figure 6a, orange) . The dynamic screening correction for the ML130rx0 model decreases the agreement in the radiative zone compared to the ML130 model, as seen by increase in observed minus calculated frequencies (Figure 6a , maroon). The dynamic screening correction has a greater effect on the observed minus calculated non-adiabatic frequencies for the ML130rx0 model than the ML107pp0 model (Figure 6a maroon and orange, respectively) . Figure 6b shows the small frequency separations of the models discussed above minus the observed small frequency separations from the BiSON group (Chaplin et al., 2007) for the ℓ = 0 and 2 modes, which are sensitive to the structure of the core. While the decrease in sound-speed agreement in the core of the Sun for the ML107pp0 model compared to the ML107 model can be seen in the small frequency separations, which are sensitive to the structure of the core, an improvement in sound-speed agreement in the core of the Sun for the ML130rx0 compared to the ML130 model can be seen in the small frequency separations (Figure 6b orange and maroon, respectively) . The dynamic screening correction has a greater effect on small frequency separations for the ℓ = 0 and 2 modes for the ML130rx0 model than the ML107pp0 model (Figure 6b maroon and orange) .
Although the implementations of the dynamic screening correction approximation are different during the mass-loss phase of the ML107pp0 and ML130rx0 models, due to the fact that CNO-cycle is important for the 1.30 M ⊙ model until enough mass is lost, the way that this correction affects agreement with helioseismic data is worthy of further investigation, especially in light of the recent observation of gravity modes (Fossat et al., 2017) which can be used to probe this region. Additionally, there is a need to extend the molecular dynamics dynamic electron screening study to other relevant pressures, temperature, and reactions.
Conclusion
Solar irradiance required to allow liquid water on early Earth and Mars was analyzed in the context of a more massive and luminous early Sun, where the initial solar mass (M ⊙,i ) was determined to be 1.0 < M ⊙,i < 1.15 M ⊙ for an mass-loss model with an exponentially decaying mass-loss rate. Additionally, models with an initial mass between 1.07 -1.15 M ⊙ corresponds to better helioseimic agreement in both the core and the radiative zone compared to the standard model. It is fair to conclude that models with an initial mass of 1.07 M ⊙ and an exponential mass loss rate with an e-folding time of 1/10 of solar age fit both the constraints for early Earth and Mars; however it is possible that models with a somewhat higher or lower M ⊙,i are not ruled out by these constraints. The exact mass value will change with different abundances (e.g., Asplund et al., 2009) or with different mass loss laws; the effects of which will be studied in future work.
In this paper, we approximate dynamic electron screening corrections by removing the Salpeter screening for specific reactions, particularly p-p, as well as 12 C+p and 14 N+p reactions for higher initial mass stars. The small separations in the solar core are improved for both the intermediate mass and higher initial mass models with specified dynamic screening corrections implementations, 1.07 and 1.30 M ⊙ , respectively. Dynamic electron screening has significant effects and should be taken into account, but more molecular dynamics simulations are needed to derive and implement exact corrections.
Early mass loss is promising avenue to help explain the presence of liquid water on early Mars and Earth, and also mitigate somewhat the solar abundance problem. But more work needs to be done to explore the consequences for solar Li depletion and solar core rotation (like that of Piau and Turck-Chièze, 2002; Turck-Chièze et al., 2010) and to investigate early main sequence mass-loss rates for solar analogs. Recent observations of g modes by Fossat et al. (2017) may provide key constraints on the evolution and structure of the solar core. Solar g-modes may provide a way to test and help constrain the initial solar mass and mass-loss history, and the dynamic screening implementations.
